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By Drew Morrissey

Un-Tied Artists. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 368 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x
0.7in.The theme of Wire is Watergate meets The Fugitive. A spunky investigative reporter uncovers a
conspiracy involving a Presidential candidate. Soon, she finds herself stalked by a pro hit man. She
lives on the run, a fugitive. To survive, she must solve the crime that shattered her life. Drew
Jennifer Morrissey is in a mess at work. Getting her articles kicked out of the Metro section has
become normal. Drew leaps at the chance to redeem herself by chasing a breaking story. Instead,
the assignment turns her life inside-out. She becomes the sole witness to politically motivated
homicides. The only thing keeping Drew Morrissey alive is her quick wits. She lives on the run,
chased by an assassin code-named Elijah. His connections reach everywhere Drew goes for help,
including the FBI. Jake Balducci, head of the FBIs New York bureau, insists Drew go undercover,
working for the people trying to kill her. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A fresh electronic book with a new viewpoint. I was able to comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Isom  Na der  I--  Isom  Na der  I

An incredibly awesome pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. I have read through and that i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created book.
-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne
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